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Abstract
The search for loci linked to diseases or drug targets is being studied by genotyping variants. Missing variants can
be imputed, but the standard �ltration methods applied during quality control(QC) reduced their number for
downstream analyses.There is no standard protocol to retain the maximum of variants with reliable quality. To
counteract this loss, we �rst limited the stringency of MAF SNP pre-�ltration (MAF-DS), which improved post-
imputation metrics with the 1000 Genomes (inc. INFO based on allele frequencies). Second, our two-step post-
�ltration strategy (1)computes a con�dent MAF threshold (MAF-DH), (2)�lters with the quality score >0.3 and gains
~18% of reliable markers compared to conservative methods (single-step INFO>0.8) and con�dence vs. non-
conservative methods (single-step INFO>0.3).During the pre-and post-�ltration steps, the MAF and allele accuracies
were validated against a public database for further QC.The protocol is also applicable to any study since the
metric MAFs are adapted to the sample set.

Introduction
Genetic imputation of markers infers additional variants from a reference genome at unobserved genotypes to
investigate loci responsible for diseases. The search for biomarkers in Mendelian inherited diseases by genetic
mapping of highly polymorphic sites paved the way for genome-wide linkage screens of complex traits1-3. The
physical map of the human genome built with sequence tag sites (STSs)4,5 allowed nearly 200 microsatellite
tandem repeats to be reliably PCR-ampli�ed to pursue linkage analyses in different pathologies6,7. The number of
validated microsatellite markers with the successive releases of the human book of life was subsequently improved
to more than 400 for routine genome-wide scans8,9,10,11. The loci identi�ed in different pathologies were further
re�ned by using additional polymorphic markers through linkage disequilibrium in family-based association
studies12-14.

Later, the identi�cation of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from diverse sources15-20 densi�ed the map of
the genetic variants. Large screening of variants allowed high-throughput genotyping with SNP arrays21,22 in
genome-wide linkage scans to unravel more loci linked to diseases 23-25. Concurrently, whole-genome association
studies (GWAS) revealed genetic markers in human disorders26-29, and their investigation was enriched by
imputation30.

Following microarray-based genotyping, the imputation of untyped variants from a reference genome generated
more abundant SNPs31. In return, it improved the power of association analyses32-34. Anderson et al. (2008)
demonstrated a gain in power to detect an association after imputing SNPs (0.05% < MAF < 0.1) of allelic odds
ratios 1.6-2 (effects size)33. The imputation of SNPs also increased the number of markers to �ne map genetic loci
identi�ed by GWAS to narrow down the regions of interest more precisely25,35-37.

Imputed genotyped individuals thus revealed variants of disease-susceptibility genes not present on the array. For
instance, Jonsson et al38 discovered by imputation in the APP gene the rare variant (rs63750847-A) that protects
against Alzheimer’s disorder (AD). They also con�rmed that a rare mutation in the TREM2 gene (rs75932628-T)
was associated with AD by replicating their �ndings in cohorts imputed with the 1000GP panel (1kGP) from phase
1 (1000GP1)39.
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GWAS from different cohorts studied in meta-analyses showed similar statistical power to the pooling of
individuals from different genome-wide association datasets 14,40. Imputation improved the power of meta-
analyses by increasing the number of shared variants across the genome in the joint summaries of genome-wide
association studies (GWASs)41.

Druggable and candidate loci present in one pathology found in another clinical disorder can also be investigated
from GWAS for the repurposing of drugs42,43. Gene-based statistics derived from an entire set of GWAS data44 with
pathway studies45 and meta-analyses are further used for �nding potential drug targets46. In addition, disease risk
genes such as the APOE 4 locus identi�ed in AD using genetic linkage mapping47 con�rmed by genetic
associations48-50 and meta-analyses51 can also be screened for drug repositioning52. Meta-analyses and
imputation of variants can therefore identify or re-ascertain SNPs in genes associated with traits such as AD
(TREM2, APOE)53 that will inform for the therapy or the repurposing of drugs54. Highly polymorphic genes such as
HLA (hman leucocyte antigens) imputed to a multi-population panel with the haplotype graph HLA*IMP:0255 could
recover allelic variants genetically associated with common diseases3. Today, imputation is also studied in the
determination of polygenic risk scores (PRSs) in human disorders56.

Early GWAS imputation used the reference genome panel from phase 2 of the international HapMap31,57,58 to
predict the variants missing on a genotyping array. Phase 1 of the 1000 Genomes Project (1000GP1) subsequently
released by low-coverage and exome sequencing data from the 1,092 individuals20 enabled the characterisation of
low-frequency and rare variants. Phase 3 of the 1000GP (1000GP3) expanded the number of individuals to 2,504,
thus increasing the number of total and rare variants59. New structural variants were further uncovered with the
1000GP360 and the genome of the Netherlands project (GoNL)61. The 1000GP3 was then integrated into the large
Haplotype Reference Consortium (HRC) panel 62, while the re-phased 1000G reference Panel 1 (v3)63 combined
with the UK10K panel64 enhanced the �ndings and accuracy of imputed rare variants65. The larger and multi-ethnic
imputation panel from NHLBI (Trans-Omics for precision medicine - TOPMed) was recently deeply sequenced (WGS
38x) in approximately 97,256 individuals (TOPMed freeze 8 reference panel)66,67. The 2,504 1kGP was further
sequenced to a higher depth coverage of 30x with an additional 698 subjects68. Other genome aggregation
databases from numerous studies (gnomaD v2 inc. ExAC and v3) also provide low-frequency variants69-71.

Vergara et al. (2018)72 reported that the average density of variants imputed across chromosomes was higher in
the 1000GP3 panel compared to the HRC panel. Currently, the 1000GP3 combined with ~2,100 African samples
also constitutes the African Genome Resource (AGR) reference panel at the Sanger centre (Sanger imputation
server : https://imputation.sanger.ac.uk/?about=1#referencepanels). In addition to the existing African genome
variation project (AGVP)73, Mathias et al. 2016 mentioned the necessity for combined African datasets. They
suggested the expansion of data for the H3 Africa Consortium74 with the genomic variations produced by the
Consortium on Asthma among African-Ancestry Populations in the Americas (CAAPA), also available on the
Michighan server75. The reference panels of CAAPA (dbGAP with accession ID:phs001123.v1.p1)75,76 along with
the 1000GP3 and the HRC reference panels could be joined to reveal additional rare variants. Taliun et al. 202167

found by imputation some of the very rare variants in Africans with the TopMed project, which includes the Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Cohort (COPD)77.

Statistical models for imputation have been applied using Beagle78-81, IMPUTE82 and MACH83 with comparable
accuracy84,85. Both IMPUTE and MaCH applied the hidden Markov model (HMM) while Beagle previously relied on

https://imputation.sanger.ac.uk/?about=1#referencepanels
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a graphical model of the haplotype set is now based on HMM84.

Re-phasing of the 1000 Genomes reference panel using SHAPEIT2 against the 1000GP3 improved haplotyping and
the imputation of rare variants63. SHAPEIT2 also allows pre-phasing of the GWAS samples for a better ordering of
the markers and ameliorates the performance of imputation86. Lately, newer versions of SHAPEIT87 and IMPUTE88,
both based on linkage disequilibrium (LD), have been further developed with the positional Burrows–Wheeler
transform (PBWT)89. Other methods of imputation are being developed to recover rare variants from genotyping-by-
sequencing methods (GBS) (BEAGLE v4.184, GENEIMP v1.390, GLIMPSE91, LOIMPUTE v0.1.192, QUILT93 or
STITCH94).

Currently, in the absence of consensus for the quality control of imputation, the methods applied are mainly based
on the standards used for GWAS. There is no standard protocol to obtain a balance between retaining enough
variants and maintaining su�cient good quality before (pre-�ltration) and after imputation (post-�ltration) without
stringent conditions. Here, we have established a procedure to keep markers that are valuable for improving
imputation metrics95.

Our work�ow consists of pre- and post-imputation �ltrations approaches that are different from conservative
methods. After genotyping a) at pre-�ltration, we considered the allele frequencies of the sample set (MAF-DS, MAF
Dataset) instead of a stringent or arbitrary MAF b) and a 2-step post-�ltration strategy after imputation with (1) a
speci�c MAF to compute (MAF-DH, MAF Dosage representing 1.5 Heterozygous) and (2) a determined minimum
imputation quality score (INFO). A database of control samples was used to compare the MAFs and alleles for a
given SNP of similar number and population origin.

In our experience, the post-�ltration approach with the speci�c MAF (MAF-DH) in the �rst step maintained SNPs
with con�dence above the INFO quality score (information) of 0.3. Only 1% of SNPs remained below this score and
were further eliminated in the second step. Previous publications reported the possible role of MAFs and quality
scores in improving imputation accuracy and quality76. The number of heterozygous individuals who would be
represented in at least in 1,000 subjects was in accordance with the number evoked by Coleman et al. 201696. We
also found that the properties of the region studied applied to the genome and that applying our procedure reduced
information loss95. We de�ned guidelines for pre-�ltrations to impute SNPs and post-�ltration of imputed SNPs
before downstream analyses in search of loci.

Our approach can be customised to any study since the MAF metric depends on the size of the sample set (MAF-
DS) and on the MAF-DH, representing 1.5 heterozygous individuals calculated post-imputation from the imputed
dosage (likely genotype). The method would be applicable to other panels, such as TopMed, especially in the East
and South Asian populations where the imputation quality did not reach 0.8 at MAF 1E-0466,67. The protocol could
be extended to impute SNVs absent from genotyping arrays of animals97,98 and plant breedings99 and possibly to
different biological tissues, including cell-free foetal DNA in maternal blood100.

The imputation of variants remains cost-e�cient compared with whole-genome sequencing (WGS)72,101,102 even in
�ne-mapping of large sample sizes25. Recently, the combination of sequenced individuals with the imputation of
additional samples from GWAS increased the power of association analyses to reveal a hundred new signals in
anthropometric traits103. The imputation from low coverage genotyping-by-sequencing (Lc-GBS)104, also referred to
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as low-pass genome sequencing (LP-GS)91,105-107, which is also cost-e�cient, generated a large number of markers
in different studies100,108 and recently proved to be performant91.

Depending on the precision from the latest platform used (genotyping-by-sequencing e.g., GBS or LP-GS) the �rst
step of post-�ltration by MAF-DH would generate a certain quality of imputation. The latter could be improved by
the second step of post-�ltration with the threshold determined more speci�cally after reporting the imputation
performance score (e.g., INFO in IMPUTE or aggregated r2 in GLIMPSE) as a function of the MAFs.

Reagents

Equipment
Hardware

·                    Unix machine CentOS 6.5, Kernel 2.6.32-431.29.2.el6.x86_64, Cluster Slurm 2.6.9 with 8 nodes, Mysql
5.6.

Files

·                    The empirical sample dataset for 1,031 individuals with the full description of the samples (37% AMR,
34.3% EUR, 25.1% EAS, 2.95% AFR and 0.65% SAS) is available at

http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/technical/working/20130606_sample_info/20130606_sample_info.xlsx
in pedigree (ped �les) and mapping (map �les) formats from
https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/genetics_software/shapeit/shapeit.html (SHAPTEITv2.r790.RHELS_5.4)

·                    The NCBI reference dbSNP of the human build genome 137 based on GRCh37 assembly 37.4 (NCBI
dbSNP B37.p13) was inserted in Mysql database (db_DBSNP_137_NCBI).

The NCBI �les are available from

BED �les : http://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/snp/organisms/human_9606/BED/
VCF �les by Chromosomes: ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/snp/organisms/human_9606/VCF/ByChromosome/
https://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/snp/organisms/human_9606/VCF/

·                    The reference panel for imputation is based on 1,092 individuals from phase 1 (1000 GP1) (35% EUR,
26% ASN, 22% AFR, 17% AMR) :

http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/release/20110521/. The genomes available in IMPUTE 
https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/impute/data_download_1000G_phase1_integrated_SHAPEIT2_16-06-14.html
include the phased sequences of the 1000GP against 2,141 SNP array haplotypes of the same samples and
additional individuals with the coordinates of the NCBI build 37 (hg19)63 :

http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/phase1/analysis_results/shapeit2_phased_haplotypes/ 

Software

·                    R package109, Bioconductor 3.2 version R 3.2.4 in the integrated development environment

http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/technical/working/20130606_sample_info/20130606_sample_info.xlsx
https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/genetics_software/shapeit/shapeit.html%20
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/snp/organisms/human_9606/BED/
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/snp/organisms/human_9606/VCF/ByChromosome/
https://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/snp/organisms/human_9606/VCF/
http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/release/20110521/
https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/impute/data_download_1000G_phase1_integrated_SHAPEIT2_16-06-14.html
http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/phase1/analysis_results/shapeit2_phased_haplotypes/
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·                    RStudio 1.3.959 (RStudio PBC, Boston, MA, USA) https://www.r-project.org/ for  statistical analyses

·                    Whole-genome data analysis PLINK (v 1.07) toolset110,111 :
https://zzz.bwh.harvard.edu/plink/download.shtml    

https://zzz.bwh.harvard.edu/plink/dist/plink-doc-1.07.pdf

PLINK 1.9 (Plink2) can be downloaded freely from https://www.cog-genomics.org/plink2 with the latest version of
plink 2.00 alpha https://www.cog-genomics.org/plink/2.0/

·                    SHAPEIT2 v2.r790.RHELS_5.486,112

can be accessed from  https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/genetics_software/shapeit/shapeit.html

The latest versions of SHAPEIT3  https://jmarchini.org/shapeit3/113 and SHAPEIT4 are also available at
https:/odelaneau.github.io/shapeit487,114 for larger sample sets.

·                    IMPUTE230,82,115 can be  downloaded from https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/impute/impute_v2.html.

Later versions of the programs exist and should further improve the protocol, IMPUTE4 is for larger sample
datasets (~500,000) : https://www.dropbox.com/sh/k6b34fzw9w4s8bg/AAA65aF5l2oj_AT9iDLgKCv9a?dl=0 and
IMPUTE5 is based on PBWT88. In sequencing diverse programs are available for phasing and imputation such as
GLIMPSE91.

·                    SNPTestV230,85,116 is freely available at https://www.well.ox.ac.uk/~gav/snptest/#download
(SNPTEST v.2.5 .2) https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/genetics_software/snptest/old/snptest.html

Procedure
A - PRE-IMPUTATION

1| Collect the sample dataset

The genotypes from 1,031 individuals are obtained in ped �les and map �les formats for the 2Mb region of
chromosome 20 from the �le source SHAPEIT2 (v2.r790.RHELS_5.4) (Figure 2117).

Problem 1

The coordinates for the variants can change.

Possible reason

The coordinates depend on the version of the human genome.

Solving problem 1

To impute samples, use a genotyping chip based on the same version as the imputation reference panel.

Problem 2

https://www.r-project.org/%20
https://zzz.bwh.harvard.edu/plink/download.shtml%20%20%20%20
https://zzz.bwh.harvard.edu/plink/dist/plink-doc-1.07.pdf
https://www.cog-genomics.org/plink2
https://www.cog-genomics.org/plink/2.0/
https://jmarchini.org/shapeit3/
https://odelaneau.github.io/shapeit4
https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/impute/impute_v2.html
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/k6b34fzw9w4s8bg/AAA65aF5l2oj_AT9iDLgKCv9a?dl=0
https://www.well.ox.ac.uk/~gav/snptest/#download
https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/genetics_software/snptest/old/snptest.html
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Rare variants are mis-clustered.

Possible reason

Clusters of rare variants may not be well de�ned or may be missed in GenomeStudio by the GenCall algorithm,
which is more adapted to creating clusters of more common variants118, especially in smaller cohorts of less than
1,000 or 10,000 individuals.

Solving problem 2

To create better clusters of the rarest variants in GenomeStudio after genotyping, use the .idat and the sample �les
of the study genotypes if they are available from the laboratory that performed the genotyping. Guo et al. (2014)
described how to optimise the classi�cation of rare variants in GenomeStudio. We further suggest importing the
.idat and the sample �les from a diversity panel (e.g. HGDP119 or TopMed) genotyped on an appropriate microarray
chip. This would increase the number of rare variants to better capture and de�ne their clusters by chip. It should
also be possible to download a sample �le from an existing study of individuals carrying rare variants to increase
the number of subjects to create larger batches of these SNPs to cluster them from the same centre (see
TROUBLESHOOTING).

In GBS or LP-GS to improve sensitivity of called genotypes procedures recommend to use joint variants calling, and
also both strands107 and at times orthogonal validation when justi�ed120,121.

2| Compute the different quality control criteria

Quality control (QC) is performed with PLINK (v 1.07)110 before phasing and imputation.

Compute with PLINK or one’s own software the success rate of individuals, heterozygosity, the search for duplicates
and relatedness, Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE), and the success rates of SNPs and MAFs. Perform the
population strati�cation by PCA with EIGENSTRAT (EIGENSOFT v4.2 : http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/alkes-
price/software/

https://alkesgroup.broadinstitute.org/EIGENSOFT/)122
.

Standard QC procedures include retaining SNPs with a Hardy-Weinberg p>1E-06 and SNPs with a call rate ≥99%,
but when phenotypic status is available, SNPs with call rate differences are removed. Monomorphic markers are
excluded during the pre-�ltration based on the MAF.

Sample call rates >= 95% are also retained, duplicate or related samples in GWAS and subjects with gender
mismatches between their genotypes and the sample �les (when data from chromosome X are available) are
excluded, and samples with heterozygosity >+ 3SD from the sample mean heterozygous rate and PCA outliers are
also removed for GWAS.

3| Compute the MAF of the sample set genotyped (MAF-DS) for variant pre-�ltration

Calculate the MAF of the sample set, MAF-DS (MAF-dataset) to retain the variants >= MAF of the sample studied
instead of �ltering the SNPs with a stringent �ltration such as MAF < 0.01.

http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/alkes-price/software/
https://alkesgroup.broadinstitute.org/EIGENSOFT/
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The MAF from the sample set, MAF-DS, is 5E-04, which is identical to the MAF (gmaf) from the NCBI database used
as a control (step 6).

4| Variant pre-�ltration

Autosomal SNPs are usually removed with a low call rate <99% and HWE <1E-06. In this dataset, SNPs with a low
HWE correspond to a small number of common and high allelic frequencies. Call rates below 99% include only 5
SNPs with rare frequencies. The main cause for removal of the SNPs during pre-�ltration would thus be the MAF
stringency selection criteria, as in most QC, e.g. MAF <0.01. Therefore, in our protocol, the variants are �ltered with
the MAF of the sample set, MAF-DS (i.e., not performed below the MAF of the sample set 5E-04), limiting the
exclusion of markers while pre-�ltering the monomorphic variants. This can be done for any study. The correlation
between the MAFs of the SNPs and the control database after pre-�ltration was veri�ed in step 6.

5| Individual �ltration

Following pre-�ltration of the variants, QC is performed on the individuals. The lowest success rate remains
between 97%-99% for 4 individuals both before and after elimination of the variants. In this sample set, the
individuals are thus all retained following genotyping, as their pass quality scores are in the range used by most
GWASs.

6| Variants

6a| SNP control database (Figure 2)

(i) The control database needs to be of similar origin and sample size to the samples studied to compare the MAF
for each SNP, so we suggest either a public reference or a designed combination (combo) database. In this
example, the number of individual genotypes (1,031 IDs) is close to the NCBI MAFs dbSNPB137 based on 1,089
subjects from the 1000GP1. Thus, the minimum MAF in dbSNPB137 was 5E-04, identical to that of the sample set
used referring to at least one heterozygous genotyped individual. The MAF from the 1000GP in NCBI was
determined from the global minor allele frequencies (gmaf)20.

(ii) Upload the NCBI database dbSNP of the human genome build B137 based on GRCh37 assembly 37.4 (dbSNP
B137), e.g. , in Mysql Enterprise 5.6.13, or query a public online database.

(iii) Extract the list of SNPs with their MAFs from the database with their alleles.

(iv) Compare the MAFs of each SNP genotyped computed in step 2 against the MAFs of the same SNPs in the NCBI
control database (Figure 2.1); similarly, this can be done for the alleles as per Figure 2.2.

The same control database is used to compare the MAFs of the genotyped variants and to compare the MAFs of
the imputed variants as a control of accuracy (step 9).

Problem

Discordance is present between the names and coordinates of the SNPs genotyped with the reference control
database.

Possible reason
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The coordinates of the variants can change depending on the version of the human genome.

Solving the problem

Use a genotyping chip or genotype data of the study based on the same version as the MAF genome control
database.

6b| MAF clusterisation

As previously shown, the variants are clustered in different levels of non-overlapping MAFs, such as null (0-1E-04],
very rare (1E-04-1E-03], rare (1E-03-1E-02], low (1E-02-5E-02], common (5E-02-1E-01] and high (1E-01-5E-01]
frequencies. The very rare and rare classes were subdivided into 2 bins: (1E-04-5E-04] and (5E-04-1E-03] for the very
rare MAFs, (1E-03–5E-03] and (5E-03-1E-02] for the rare MAFs95.

(i) Optional step: The classi�cation can serve for the comparison of the post-imputation results under stringent vs.
non-stringent pre-�ltration conditions (Table 1, Figures 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, Table 2, Step 11 not included in Figure 1).

(ii) The classi�cation of the MAF allows the reporting of the imputation quality score aggregated by MAF (Figure
2.6).

B - IMPUTATION

7| Phase and imputation

7a | Phase

Phase the genotypes from the pedigree �les with SHAPEIT2 (v2.r790.RHELS_5.4).

7b | Imputation

Perform the imputation of the phased haplotypes with IMPUTE2 against the reference genome 1000GP1.  

Optional step: Comparison between the two different �ltration conditions of the study genotypes. In this case,
phasing and imputation should be run in both conditions with the same seed as previously described95. In
sequencing phasing and imputation can be carried out with the same program such as GLIMPSE91.

Problem

Some variants on the array might be absent from the reference panel used for imputation.

Possible reason

The coordinates and names for the variants on the genotyping array might be different from the version of the
human reference genome. In addition, some manufactured arrays have their own sets of SNPs; only 13 SNP study
genotypes could not be found on the imputation reference panel but could be inferred (labelled as type 3) and were
correctly imputed with the option available in IMPUTE2
https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/impute/impute2_overview.html.

Solving the problem

https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/impute/impute2_overview.html
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To impute use an imputation reference panel that is based on the same version as the genotyping chip; otherwise,
some genotyped SNPs could differ in terms of coordinates, names, alleles but also MAFs.

C - POST-IMPUTATION

8| Post-imputation

(A) Calculate the imputed MAFs

Calculate the MAFs for each variant imputed with SNPTEST v2.5.2.
https://www.well.ox.ac.uk/~gav/snptest/#data_summaries.

(B) Compute the MAF threshold post-imputation (MAF-DH) and check the standard metrics.

The MAF-DH de�nes the MAF computed for the imputed genotype probabilities ('dosages') that  represents > 1
heterozygous individual in the sample set.

The MAF that shows between 1 and 2 individuals (1.5) in this example, including 1,032 individuals, is 7.5E-04
(MAF-DH, Dosage1.5Heterozygous), which is above the MAF of the sample set, MAF-DS (5E-04).

(C) Other controls of imputation are available in IMPUTE2, including the overall concordance score between original
and imputed genotypes85, the metric r2_type0 score for the accuracy of each imputed genotype (square correlation
between imputed 'dosages'  (expected genotypes) and the true genotypes80,83,85,105 i.e., Input genotypes in
IMPUTE2 : https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/impute/impute_v2.html#concordance_tables) with the quality scores of
imputation, i.e., INFO metric scores (information) in IMPUTE2 of each variant. The HWE can be computed. Variants
that deviate from HWE can be post-�ltered of �agged for GWAS analyses.

9| Control the MAF and alleles imputed

(i) Extract the MAF of each variant imputed with their alleles.

(ii) Use the control database in step 6 to compare the MAFs of the imputed variants as a control of accuracy to
complete the QC criteria of imputation (Figure 2.3). The alleles can also be checked by comparison for consistency.

Problem

The coordinates or names of the imputed variants differ from the coordinates or names of the control variants from
the MAF database.

Possible reason

The coordinates and names of the SNPs change depending on the version of the human genome.

Solving the problem

A MAF control database of the same human genome build version is used for the imputation reference panel. In our
case, we compared each imputed variant to the NCBI database. A curation was necessary after imputation to
compare the MAFs between the imputed variants and the controls from NCBI when the coordinates or SNPs names
differed, as the released databases were slightly different.

https://www.well.ox.ac.uk/~gav/snptest/#data_summaries
https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/impute/impute_v2.html#concordance_tables
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Very few imputed SNPs were thus curated by hand in the dataset to allocate the correct rs number for either
duplicates, unreferenced SNPs, i.e., missing rs number from dbSNP, merged SNPs or rs numbers that had changed
records from a polymorphism to a deletion at the same position in dbSNPs. For an optimal control when possible,
use a curated control database.

10| Post-�ltration in 2 steps

(A) Filtration with the MAF-DH threshold post-imputation

The imputation generates MAFs (1E-04) below the MAF-DS (5E-04), because it is based on probabilistic genotype
predictions, and these variants should be eliminated. The MAF-DH threshold computed in step 8 to post-�lter the
MAFs imputed at 7.5E-04 eliminates the allele dosage that also represents less than one heterozygous imputed
genotype.

The MAF-DH (7.5E-04) thus captures more than one heterozygous individual, improving the con�dence of the
marker and simultaneously excluding the monomorphic variants. This post-�ltration step produces an average
INFO score of 0.64 (Figure 2.6) within the MAF range 7.5E-04-1E-03 and less than 1% of SNPs with INFO scores <
0.3, which need to be removed.

(B) Post-�ltration with information score

(i) It is necessary to �nally post-�lter at an INFO score of 0.3 to eliminate the small number of markers (~1%) with
poor quality. Filtering with a score of 0.3 instead of 0.8 maintains more variants, mainly the rare SNPs (Figure 2.6),
and removes unreliable imputed variants.

(ii) For different platforms such as sequences, the report of the aggregated imputation performance (e.g. with
GLIMPSE) as a function of the MAFs as described in step 10 should de�ne the threshold to adopt more speci�cally
(as per Figure 2.6).

11| Optional step: Comparing runs with and without stringent pre-�ltration (Figure 3)

This step is optional to compare the results of the dataset post-imputation with or without conservative QC at pre-
�ltration within the MAFs bins as previously described95. The non-parametric Wilcoxon paired test is performed in
each frequency class to compare the MAFs (Table 1) and information-IMPUTE2 scores (Table 2). Unless mentioned
as one-sided, the two-sided Wilcoxon test in R is performed. Spearman’s correlations are also evaluated (Figures
2.4, 2.5). The r2_type0 accuracy metric within the high bins of MAFs was signi�cantly increased (p=1E-06). The
information scores are also signi�cantly improved in all bins of MAFs (Table 2).

Troubleshooting
Overall, to palliate the discordance in the labelling of the SNPs, the chip, the reference genome for imputation and
the control MAF database would need to be from the same human genome build version.

CLUSTERING RARE VARIANTS

Problem
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It might be di�cult to call rare variants in GBS or to cluster without ambiguity rare variants from microarray chips
during the automatic creation of the calls in GenomeStudio.

Possible reason

Low numbers of rare variants are present in cohorts, especially with less than 1,000 individuals.

(i) Solving the problem with �ltrations

Any variant with less than one heterozygous individual will be excluded by pre-�ltration and later in the �rst step of
post-�ltration based on MAF-DH. In the second step at post-�ltration, the only few remaining imputed SNPs with an
information score < 0.3 would be further removed.

(ii) Solving the problem with genotyping

In larger sample sets, there are more individuals to create clusters of rare SNPs, e.g., MAF 0.1% would represent for
10,000 individuals at least 19 heterozygous individuals and 1 homozygous individual96.

(iii) Solving the problem with a diversity panel

As a further approach since panels of rare variants would require more individuals, it will be useful to identify a)
some individuals in existing panels carrying rare variants, e.g. by using different populations (e.g., HGDP, TopMed)
and b) to genotype a diversity panel by microarray chip to include more rare variants.

Common variants in one population could become rare in another population of the diversity panel115,123,124. Thus,
to help with the clustering of rare variant calls, a) individual sets carrying rare SNPs and b) a diversity panel (the
.idat �les and the sample sheets) could be loaded into the Illumina GenomeStudio to overlap with the variants from
each project studied by genotyping array at a given centre. This would increase the number of rare allele calls to
create the clusters (AA, AB, BB) manually or automatically118,125 by microarray when not enough individuals are
available in a given study.

(iv) Improving calls for rare variants in sequencing

The calls for variants in low-pass sequencing or rare variants in sequencing can be improved with joint calling of
additional samples and with the use of both strands104,107,126. Although to recover AOH (absence of
heterozygosity), higher depth coverage (5 to 8x up to 30x) would be necessary, as the lowest depth might not be
e�cient106.

(v) Solving the problem with a control database

As a further control of accuracy, upload a reference SNP in an SQL database or query an online database with
similar numbers of subjects and ethnicities to the dataset to compare the MAF and alleles at each variant (e.g.
Figure 2.3).

(vi) Alternative Genotyping methods for control

The Sanger method traditionally used to sequence individuals on a P32 gel following PCR was able to identify,
without ambiguity, the homozygous and heterozygous alleles. This approach was later replaced by automated
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methods127. A restriction site either present or included by PCR served to con�rm the locus of interest to genotype
rare markers without ambiguity19. Relevant markers or rare variants could therefore be accurately Sanger
sequenced and genotyped by restriction digest when no options to fully characterise the SNPs other than
imputation are available.

(vii) Flags for downstream analyses

Variants showing a departure from HWE and those with INFO scores between 0.3 and 0.8 can be �agged for
downstream analyses for further investigation.

Time Taken
The time taken is similar to that of a standard QC for GWAS (pre-�ltration) with an additional time to compute the
MAFs of the sample set. There is a further post-�ltration step with the MAFs post-imputation, which would also
slightly increase the time of QC. The procedure adds 15 minutes compared to a standard imputation QC. The
choice for the MAF control database to use in step 6 will need to be adressed before the start of the project, as it
depends on the study. The time of preparation for the MAF control database is not included in the protocol, as
some public databases are available in different formats.

Anticipated Results
There is no consensus for imputation �ltration threshold reliability to apply to downstream analyses in search of
new loci. We �nd that the two-step post-�ltration approach based on 1) the MAFs and 2) the quality imputation
score could serve to reach consensus. This should avoid a conservative method with post-�ltrations at INFO scores
of 0.8 that are too stringent or one-step post-�ltration scores of 0.3 that do not maintain enough con�dence during
the post-�ltration of the variants128. Including markers >= MAF of the sample set (MAF-DS) also limits the exclusion
of markers at pre-�ltration and ameliorates the performance of the imputation (Figure 3). The MAFs <0.01 represent
the majority of the imputed variants (68%) (Table 2). Downstream imputation parameters are not affected by the
procedure. The 2Mb region of the chromosome 20, a surrogate of the human genome, showed a global variant
distribution similar to that of the entire genome95. For larger sample sets, the con�dence for the low MAFs will
improve, as more individuals will be represented at rare MAFs in the dataset.

Therefore, when genotyping results are available in GWAS databases for pre-�ltration, consider using the MAF of
the sample set (MAF-DS) to increase the number of variants to impute and to improve the post-imputation
information metric scores. The MAF computed for post-�ltration (MAF-DH) also warrants more than one
heterozygous individual (1.5) and just 1% of variants with INFO < 0.3 to eliminate and ensures a smaller loss of
variants, including rare SNPs.

Imputed data from the early 1000GP panel could therefore be re-analysed using our 2-step procedure to incorporate
markers with quality scores between 0.3-0.8 initially excluded from GWAS imputation. In return, it would increase
the number of SNPs for association studies and shared variants for meta-analyses. The procedure increases the
number of variants by 18% compared to conservative methods with one-step post-�ltration at an INFO score of 0.8.
Thus, it increases the gain of rare variants imputed that could be important in disease risk discovery.

In sequencing, the minimum allele frequency (e.g. MAF-DS) will need to be represented in at least one of the reads.
Increasing the number of individuals in joint variant calling from sequences can improve the sensitivity of called
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genotypes to impute with the use of both strands107,126 for rare variants. The imputation should further improve
low MAFs and low-pass sequencing as the number of subjects is increased in the reference panels and the
methodologies for phasing and imputation are developed (BEAGLE v4.184, GENEIMP v1.390, GLIMPSE91,
LOIMPUTE v0.1.192, QUILT93 or STITCH v1.6.294).

Additionally, a mimic depth coverage of 1x low-pass sequencing for 503 EUR from the 2,504 1kGP 30x would show
an average empirical r2 of 0.8 (r2 imputed vs. 1kGP 30x depth coverage) after imputation with GLIMPSE68,91 if we
apply the MAF-DH of these subjects at 0.0015.

In this instance, the �rst step of post-�ltration based on the MAF-DH would produce a reliable imputation; in the
second step, the threshold based on the recommended quality would be applied. However, the extrapolation
remains arbitrary since the reported r2 for the variants from the simulated data (503 from 2,504 1kGP 30x) by
Rubinacci et al. 2021 were also represented against gnomAD v3 aggregated MAFs from 76,156 other individuals69.
Furthermore, gnomaD v3 reached lower MAFs and MAF-DS due to the large increase in the number of samples
(76,156) compared to the study sample (503). In the literature, the imputation of genotype performance below 1x
dropped as the depth coverage decreased, and the number of samples in the reference panel was reduced91.
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Figures

Figure 1

Figure 1 : Work�ow of pre- and post-imputation quality control for genotyped variants and a 2-step post-�ltration
procedure (step 10). The blue rectangular and oval blocks represent the new steps of the quality control inc. 1-3-4-6-
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8-9-10. Optional steps are not represented (see �gure 3)

Figure 2

Figures 2.1-2.6 -Table 1 and Table 2  : Effects of �ltrations on imputation in clusterised variants (Charon C, Allodji R
and Deleuze JF, 2017)
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Figure 3

Figure 3 : Comparing runs (optional comparison)


